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Abstract 

Pressure ulcers are injuries that can cause bacterial proliferation, and when infected are associated with increased 

morbidity and mortality. Thus, photodynamic therapy becomes an adjunct to the treatment with medications because it 

has the bactericidal capacity. In this way, this study aims to analyze in vitro the bactericidal effect of methylene blue by 

associating it with the low-level laser in the wavelength of 830nm to determine which therapeutic doses present better 

efficacy in the treatment of bacteria pseudomonas aeruginosa. The microbiological material was collected by an aseptic 

swab and the antimicrobial activity was verified by disc diffusion method using sterile filter paper. Methylene blue was 

used at concentrations of 0,001% and 0,005% and the low-level laser of 830nm at the intensities of 4J/cm², 8J/cm², 

10J/cm² and 14J/cm², being tested in three plates for each dose, as well as the low-level laser and the methylene blue, 

were tested separately. The results were statistically analyzed by SPSS through the "t-test for dependent samples". It was 

verified that there was reduction of the bacterial activity with the application of the low-level laser in doses of 10J/cm² 

(p=0,00) and 14J/cm² (p=0,03) added to them ethylene blue in 0.005% concentration, however, there was a greater 

reduction of bacterial proliferation in the application of 10J/cm². Thus, it was concluded that the photodynamic therapy 

applied in the concentration of 0.005% of the methylene blue combined with the low-level laser of 830nm of 10J/cm² and 

14J/cm² of intensity, present a reduction in the amount of bacterial proliferation. 
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Introduction 

     The pressure ulcer is considered a public health 
problem, defined as an injury caused by friction or 
shearing on the cutaneous tissue, due to the state of 
immobilization of an individual [1,2]. This disease is 

easily contaminated by bacteria, resulting in a significant 
loss of functional capacity and quality of life of the 
individuals [3]. 
 
     Once the bacteria multiply in the pressure ulcer, new 
clinical signs and symptoms are observed, worsening the 
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clinical prognosis of the individual and developing greater 
wound degradation. This fact makes the treatment of 
infected pressure ulcers difficult, and in several cases, the 
bacteria are resistant to the effects of antibiotics, so it is 
necessary to add supporting treatments with different 
health professionals so that it is possible to fight infection 
and minimize this disease [4,5]. 
 
     In physiotherapy, there are photodynamic therapies 
that are showing significant results in reducing microbial 
activity [6]. This therapy uses the low-level laser 
associated with photosensitizers that when stimulated by 
light react chemically producing reactive oxygen and free 
radicals that have the potential to destroy bacteria by 
modifying their cell wall [7,8]. 
 
     When applied in an infected area, such as a pressure 
ulcer, this therapy destroys the infected cells, conserving 
the ones without alterations present in the wound, 
because the microorganisms perform more metabolic 
work being more likely to receive the chemical substrate 
produced by the photodynamic agents inducing bacterial 
death [9,10]. 
 
     With the scientific advance, the clinical effectiveness of 
this technique became better known and in this way, 
photodynamic therapy becomes promising for the 
treatment of infected pressure ulcers [11]. However, the 
current literature is still very restricted on the use of 
different wavelengths and doses of low-level laser in the 
treatment of this disease, allowing clinical errors during 
the therapeutic decision of the physiotherapist, on which 
resource and dosage to choose. 
 
     Thus, this study aims to analyze the bactericidal effect 
of the methylene blue associated with the low-level laser 
with the wavelength of 830nm in different intensities so 
that it is possible to identify the best doses to combat the 
microbial agent pseudomonas aeruginosa, isolated from a 
pressure ulcer. As a hypothesis, this technique is expected 
to reduce the bacterial proliferation of the microorganism 
pseudomonas aeruginosa. 
 

Material and Methods  

Study Design 

     This self-paired experimental cross-sectional study was 
developed at the Microbiology Laboratory of UNIFAFIBE 
University Center-Bebedouro, SP, Brazil, from the 
collection of biological material carried out in an 
institutionalized patient at the “Lar do Idoso” Elderly 
Center in Bebedouro, SP. It was approved by the Research 
Ethics Committee (CAAE number: 

67741017.4.0000.5387) of the University Center 
UNIFAFIBE - Bebedouro, SP. 
 

Collection of Biological Material and 
Microbiological Analysis 

     The pressure ulcer was previously cleaned and the 
biological material was collected aseptically using an 
alginate and sterilized swab. The material was inoculated 
into BHI (Brain Heart Infusion) broth and was 
transported and immediately incubated at 35 ± 2°C for 24 
or 48 horas in the laboratory of Microbiology of the 
University Center UNIFAFIBE - Bebedouro, SP [12,13]. 
 
     Materials that showed turbidity after incubation for 24 
or 48 hours were seeded and stored in MacConkey and 
Mannitol Agar. The developed colonies were submitted to 
morphological and tannic analyzes through Rugai Tubes 
with Lysine and Gram staining, in which it was possible to 
identify the pseudomonas aeruginosa as the bacterium 
isolated from the pressure ulcer [14,15]. 
 

Preparation of Methylene Blue at 
Concentrations of 0.001% and 0.005% 

     The methylene blue photo sensitizer prepared with 
spatula and beaker was used in the study to carry out the 
weighing in a Bel micro-processed digital analytical 
balance with automatic calibration - model M214AiH.The 
already weighed material was dissolved in 1000ml of 
distilled water using volumetric flask and funnel. After 
this step, the produced material was stored and identified 
according to its concentration in a non-transparent plastic 
tube which was kept covered to prevent contact of the 
light until its use. 
 

Determination of Bactericidal Activity and Low-
Level Laser Application 

     Three petri dishes were used for each clinical 
application condition, all of which received the diffusion 
disc method, which consisted of using 6mm diameter 
Cecon® sterile filter paper disks to determine the 
bactericidal activity in methylene blue and low-level laser 
applications [16]. 
 
     Bacteria were pre-seeded using the aseptic swab on the 
surface of Mueller Hinton Agar and then the disks 
moistened with 20μL of methylene blue at the 
concentrations of 0,001% and 0,005% with the aid of a 
sterile forceps. After this step, the plates were kept in the 
oven and incubated at 37°C/24 h. Each plate, measuring 
60mm x 15mm, received two sterile disks with the pre-
established concentration. The tests were performed in 
triplicate and the results expressed in mm by the 
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diameter arithmetic average of the growth inhibition 
halos formed around the discs. The presence of growth 
inhibition halos ≥ 8 mm in diameter were considered 
active [17,18]. 
 
     In this study, the plaques were divided into groups, 
being identified as: plates that received methylene blue in 
the different concentrations, being 0,001% and 0,005% 
associated with low-level laser, plates that received only 
methylene blue, plates that received only the laser of low-
level in the wavelength of 830nm at different intensities 
and three control boards for each type of clinical 
condition tested. 
 
     The low intensity laser was placed in the center of the 
petri plates with a support, made by the authors of the 
research, in the intensities of 4J/cm2, 8J/cm2, 10J/cm2 and 
14J/cm2. The device used was the Laser pulse model of 
Ibramed (Table 1). 
 

Physical 
Characteristics 

Galium-aluminum-arsenide 
(GaAlAs) 

Output power (mW) 30Mw 
Wave-length (nm) 830nm 

Energy (j/cm²) 
4J/cm², 8J/cm², 10J/cm² and 

14J/cm² 
Time per point (s) 16s, 32s, 40s and 56s 
Contact area (cm²) 0,11cm² 

Power Density 
(W/cm²) 

272W/cm² 

Table 1: Physical characteristics of low-level laser in the 
wavelength of 830nm. 
 

Count of Colonies 

     To determine the reduction or proliferation of bacterial 
colonies in this study, a digital colony counter was used to 
aid in the counting of all petri dishes that occurred 
visually from small demarcations indicating that they had 
already been counted [19,20]. Subsequently a second 
evaluator, who did not have contact with the first one re-
counted and then was compared to ascertain the accuracy 
of the samples. 
 

Statistical Analysis 

     The results obtained from counting of the colonies 
were tabulated in the SPSS program version 22.0 and 
analyzed statistically from the “t-test for paired sample” 
(p0,05) to compare the bacterial proliferation between 
the control plates, the plates that received the application 
of the low-level laser with methylene blue, the ones that 
received only the laser application and the ones with the 
application of methylene blue only. 

Results 

     In the application of low-level laser inthe wavelength 
of830nm was observed that there was a reduction of 
colonies for all clinical conditions tested. The results were 
statistically significant for the clinical conditions with 
0,005% methylene blue associated with the low-level 
laser at the intensities of 10J/cm² and 14J/cm² (Table2). 
 

Pairing P Value Average 
Standard 

Error 
AM0,001% and 4J/cm² - 

Control 
0,06 ns -48,66 12,78 

AM0,001% and 8J/cm² - 
Control 

0,31 ns -31,33 23,83 

AM0,001% and 10J/cm² - 
Control 

0,51 ns -21,00 27,00 

AM0,001% and 14J/cm² - 
Control 

0,21 ns -26,00 14,57 

AM0,005% and 4J/cm² - 
Control 

0,19 ns -14,33 7,44 

AM0,005% and 8J/cm² - 
Control 

0,22 ns -9,33 5,36 

AM0,005% and 10J/cm² - 
Control 

0,00** -42,66 3,33 

AM0,005% and 14J/cm² - 
Control 

0,03* -33,00 6,50 

4J/cm² - Control 0,32 ns -22,00 17,00 
8J/cm² - Control 0,59 ns -19,00 30,23 

10J/cm² - Control 0,44 ns -23,33 24,63 
14J/cm² - Control 0,75 ns -8,66 24,60 

AM0,001% - Control 0,73 ns -4,00 10,11 
AM0,005% - Control 0,24 ns -24,33 15,02 

ns – non-significant values (p0,05); * - significant values 
(p0,05); ** - significant values (p0,01) 
Table 2: Values of the difference of colony numbers 
between the paired samples of each application 
performed with the 830nm pen (paired t-test, p0,05). 
 

Discussion 

     Pressure ulcers represent a decline in the physical and 
physiological status of the individual's integument tissue, 
leading to a worsening of his clinical prognosis by 
increasing hospitalization time. When infected, they 
increase the incidence of clinical complications and 
impair tissue and functional recovery, leading to death 
due to septicemia. Thus, it is important to immediately 
determine the microorganism present in the pressure 
ulcer and the initiation of specific treatment to resolve the 
infection and assist in the healing of this disease [21,22]. 
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     In this study, photodynamic therapy was applied to 
reduce the bacterial proliferation of the microbial agent 
pseudomonas aeruginosa, as this bacterium is easily 
found in pressure ulcers and is resistant to several 
antibiotics, making the treatment of pressure ulcers 
complex for health professionals [23]. According to 
Aspiroz, et al. This bacterium becomes resistant to 
antibiotics because it is able to develop a biofilm formed 
of bacterial communities covered by an extracellular 
matrix of polysaccharides that resist the drug action [24]. 
Therefore, we believe that the search for supporting 
therapies that may be able to increase the bacterial 
reduction in the pressure ulcer is fundamental to improve 
the clinical prognosis, reducing the time of tissue recovery 
and softening the suffering of the individual. 
 
     When comparing the control and the proliferated 
colonies plates after application of the low-level laser in 
the wavelength of 830nm it was observed that there was 
a significant reduction in the number of proliferated 
colonies in the clinical conditions with 0,005% methylene 
blue associated to the low-level laser at 10J/cm² and 
14J/cm² for the pseudomonas aeruginosa. Our findings do 
not corroborate with the in vitro study conducted by 
Street et al. That used the same bacterium and observed a 
reduction in the number of colonies proliferated with 
low-level laser in the wavelength of 670nm, with 
intensities of 1,7J/cm², 5,2J/cm², 10,3J/cm², 15,5J/cm² e 
20,6 J/cm² associated with methylene blue in the 
concentration 0,01% [25]. Our results are justified 
according to Carvalho, et al. Which indicate that the 
greater absorption of light emitted by the laser of low-
level in the blue of methylene occurs in wavelengths 
larger than 600nm [26]. Thus, we believe that our results 
occurred because the exposure of a photo sensitizer to the 
light emitted by a low-level laser causes chemical 
reactions capable of causing the destruction of proteins, 
lipids, nucleic acids and other cellular components, 
resulting in the destruction of microbial cells [27]. 
 
     Another important fact in our study was the 
observation of the reduction in the number of proliferated 
colonies in all the clinical conditions tested with both low-
level lasers associated with methylene blue and isolated. 
These findings corroborate with Nussbaum, Lilge, 
Mazzulli which observed that the low-level laser in the 
wavelength of 810nm at 1J/cm², 2J/cm², 5J/cm², 10J/cm², 
20J/cm², 30J/cm², 40J/cm², 50J/cm², 60J/cm², 70J/cm² 
and 80 J/cm² presented the decrease in the amount of 
bacterial proliferation of the microorganism 
pseudomonas aeruginosa. Asnaashari, et al [28]. Also 
showed results that agree with our study, since they 
verified that the methylene blue in the concentration 
0,01% associated to the application of low-level laser in 

the wavelengths of 810nm generate a reduction in the 
bacterial proliferation in the intensity of 0.2J [29]. Thus, 
we believe that these results occurred because the 
wavelength of 830nm is capable of stimulating the 
production of reactive oxygen that is responsible for the 
destruction of bacterial cells, justifying the reduction of 
colonies in applications with low-laser intensity 
associated or not with methylene blue [30]. 
 
     It was also observed in this study that the methylene 
blue at the concentrations of 0,001% and 0,005% applied 
in the bacteria without being associated with the low-
level laser showed a reduction in the number of 
proliferated colonies. We believe that this fact occurred 
because this chemical compound acted as a toxic agent to 
the bacterium pseudomonas aeruginosa interfering in its 
natural physiological reactions. If this hypothesis is 
correct, we observed that the low-level laser acted as a 
chemical enhancement of the reaction between the 
methylene blue and the bacterium, increasing its 
elimination [31]. 
 

 

Figure 1: Patient with infected pressure ulcer selected in 
this study. 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Applied low-level laser in the wavelength of 
830nm at different intensities. 
 
     This study demonstrated that photodynamic therapy is 
able to reduce the proliferation of pseudomonas 
aeruginosa. This is a great clinical relevance fact since 
health professionals will be able to count on this therapy 
associated to the treatment with medicines to favor the 
recovery of the individuals with an infected pressure 
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ulcer, reducing the costs and the time of treatment, 
improving the clinical prognosis and positively impacting 
their quality of life. 
 
     In this way, it was concluded that the application of the 
low-level laser in the wavelength of 830nm at intensities 
of 10J/cm² and 14J/cm², associated to the methylene blue 
in the concentration of 0,005% present a reduction of the 
microbial activity of the bacterium pseudomonas 
Aeruginosa. 
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